If you are an EMT, paramedic, ski patrol or just love wilderness medicine and rescue - this conference is sure to give your team the latest education and techniques to handle any patient situation in the remote wilderness.

- Hands-on Medical Simulation
- Workshops & Lectures Conducted by Medical and Wilderness experts
- 10 Essential Systems of Survival
- Back Country Rescues & Extractions
- Hypothermia & Frostbite
- Mass Casualty Incidents
- Lightning Strikes
- And so much more

Register Now

NOV 3-5, 2016
Sun Valley, ID

REGISTRATION IS NOW OPEN
CLICK HERE

Ski-Mtn-Trauma.com
Ski & Mountain Trauma Conference 2016 Schedule

Thursday, Nov 3
Noon - 7:00 pm
Noon..........................Registration Opens

PRECONFERENCE WORKSHOPS
1:30 - 2:30 pm.............Landing Zone Safety
1:30 - 2:30 pm.............Poisonous Animals of Idaho
1:30 - 2:30 pm.............Taking Care of Yourself: Lifting Techniques Assessment
1:30 - 3:30 pm............Backcountry Extractions
1:30 - 3:30 pm.............Managing Hypothermia & Frostbite
2:30 - 3:30 pm.............Taking Care of Yourself: Lifting Techniques Assessment
4:00 pm....................Conference Opening - Welcome & Opening Remarks
Richard Moore, MD & Bill Morgan, MD
4:15 - 5:15 pm............First American Adventures Grand Slam – Ryan Waters
5:30 - 7:00 pm...........Sun Valley Company Reception & Social

Friday, Nov 4
8:00 am - 4:30 pm

WORKSHOPS & SIMS*
• Anchors, Knots & Hitches in Vertical Rescue
• Baby It’s Cold Outside: Caring for the Pregnant Mom & Newborn
• Creative Splinting
• Downhill Slam: Cardiac Arrest in a Young Athlete
• Flash! Where’s Gordon? Lightning Induced Injuries
• It’s Not a “Christmas Vacation” Anymore: Burn Management from Electrocution
• Litters & Evacuations
• Pediatric Airways
• Really, I Can’t Just Walk It Off: Lower Extremity Trauma
• Rub-A-Dub-Dub: Infant Near-Drowning
• Spring Has Stung: Anaphylactic Reactions with Pediatric Patients
• The Pain of the Uninvited Picnic Guest: Food Poisoning and More
• What’s My Name? Delirium in the Elderly
• Wilderness Patient & Medical Assessments
• Dislocation Management
• Introductory & Advanced Climbing Self Rescue
• Wild Wilderness Wounds
• 10 Essential Systems of Survival
• Focused Spine Assessment
• Survival Skills: Fire and Shelter

PRESENTATIONS
• Lower Extremity: What You Should Worry About
  Christopher Hirose, MD
• Excited Delirium & Other Behavioral Emergency Bedtime Stories
  Will Smith, MD, FAWM, EMT-P
• History of EMS – Benjamin Cornett, MD
• Cardiac Problems in Athletes
  Jennifer Anderson, MD, PhD, FACC
• Risk Management for Volunteers
  Nate Smith, PhD
• Teen Terrors
  Julie Bacon, RN
• Growing Old is NOT a Disease
  Dennis Edgerle, EMT-P

Saturday, Nov 5
8:00 am - 12:30 pm

PRESENTATIONS
8:00 - 9:00 am..... Sudden Leadership: Taking Command in an Unexpected Technical Rescue
Ryan Waters
9:05 - 10:05 am ... Backcountry Cardiac Emergencies – Mark Parent, MD, FACC
10:15 - 11:15 am.... Communication: Body & Words – Dennis Edgerle, EMT-P
11:20 - 12:20 pm... Lightning Strikes – Will Smith, MD, FAWM, EMT-P
12:20 - 12:30 pm .. Code 3 Awards & Recognition – Richard Moore, MD & Bill Morgan, MD